Bottles and Blooms Supply List
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Have some Spring in your home year round with this
wall hanging. Create embroidered vintage blue-green
bottles with the illusion of flower stems then add
three dimensional daffodils before you decide what
type of pre- quilted background you would like to use.
Pattern fee: $10
Kit fee: $25 includes: fabrics for bottles and blooms,
embroidery floss, Inktense pencil, interfacing, batting
for bottles
Supplies needed:
Thread: blueish green, yellow and green for appliqué
or a neutral for class as the machine stitching will not
show.
Sewing machine, foot pedal, cord, instruction manual,
extra needles
Pencil, regular and mechanical
Detail scissors
Pinking shears or a wavy rotary cutter (I will have mine to share)
If you have them - point turner, Purple Thang, tube turners, hemostats
Light box (I will have mine to share or we can use a window)
Embroidery needle (I use size 7 or 8)
Pins
*You do not have to have these for class:
Pre-quilted background approximately 13" x 19"
This can be hand or machine quilted, new or vintage (you could use the back of a piece
of an old cutter quilt)
Thread to match your background Invisible thread (I use Sulky .004 Soft)

If you do not purchase a kit you will also need to bring:
3 Blueish green fabrics for bottles, nothing larger than 6” x 12” will be needed.
Assorted yellow/orange scraps for daffodils, nothing larger than 7” x 12” will be needed.
Green for stems - bias 3/4” x 7” x 3 pieces
Lightweight interfacing for bottles 12” x 24”
10” x 12” batting for bottles (I use Warm and White)
Embroidery floss to blend with your bottle fabrics
Thread - blueish green, green and yellows, coordinate with fabrics for appliqué.
Derwent Inktence pencil, light olive #1540 (I sell these for $4)
Quilted background piece 13” x 19” ( not needed for class)
Optional: seed beads and floss for flower detail

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
Shannon Shirley: onceinarabbitmoon@comcast.net

